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ABSTRACT

This paper examines on brand awareness helps in creation of demand of hospital services. It states how brand awareness is created using trust, customer satisfaction, brand loyalty, hospital image and relationship commitment. Branding is an important strategy for differentiating a product from its competitors. It is different in services elements of brand awareness are differing from the tangible goods. It is a name, logo, trademark, patent number or package design that is used to distinguish the firm product or services from others. Through the brand awareness is identify a firm services in the hospital or recall its brand whenever he thinks about services. Brand awareness has to be thought of as “a continuous range from an uncertain feeling that a brand is recognized to a belief that it is only one in the product class”. This study investigates role of brand awareness of hospital services is budding by different strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Brand awareness

Creating brand awareness is an important object in marketing in order to be part of the consumer’s consideration set. The consumer is seen as a passive audience, who has little time for choosing a product. Nevertheless the case hospital services might be a little different, even in this ambit consumers partly relay their decision on advertising, brand symbols and brand names as well. These names and symbols, overall reassign the brand to a certain product category, encourage the brand’s position and help to preserve the brand awareness.

Health care services are facing unique challenging to create brand awareness among customers. Customer relationship management is heavily depending on the creation of brand awareness among consumers. Generally hospital services challenging to advertise the services of hospitals some laws prohibits about this advertising. This study identifies five factors that influence the creation of brand awareness through successful customer relationships: trust, customer satisfaction, relationship commitment, brand loyalty, and hospital image. An empirical test of the relationships among these factors suggests that hospitals can be successful in creating image and positive brand awareness if they can manage their customer relationships well.
LITERATURE REVIEW

The previous studies conducted on the factors of trust, customer satisfaction, relationship commitment, brand loyalty and hospital image in hospital services. This helps to discuss the role of brand awareness.

Trust

Doney and Cannon (1997), in his study found that, trust as the perceived credibility and goodwill of a target party. The first dimension focuses on the objective believability of an exchange partner, as in an expectancy that one can rely on the partner's word or written statement. The second dimension is the extent to which one partner is genuinely interested in the other's welfare and motivation to seek joint gains.

Through various studies, we have categorized trust into the following four categories: (1) the known intentions of each party in a transaction (Moorman et al., 1992); (2) the necessity of the parties to believe each other when something occurs that can affect the future of the relationship (Anderson and Weitz, 1989); (3) the establishment of the relations that can create the desired state (Dwyer et al., 1987); and (4) belief in each other's words, promises, and actions in the regular conduct of business. (Schurr and Ozanne, 1985). Understanding exchange partners leads to the formation of trusted business relationships. If trust is formed, the relationship between company and customer has the potential to be mutually beneficial.

In the health care context, trust can create an exchange environment in which a hospital can provide better care to its patients, or customers, while becoming or remaining profitable.

Built on management capability, trust is a standard that hospitals and their employees offer patients. When patients complain about service, the hospital and its employees must do their best to respond to the complaints and thereby maintain or rebuild trust.

Customer Satisfaction

Satisfaction results from customers' good experiences. According to (Westbrook 1981), satisfaction is “a state of recognition to feel appropriate or inappropriate experience for the sacrifice adequately,” or an “emotional response which is not only affected by the whole market, but also affected by products' characteristics, service, and seller when shopping or doing similar behavior.” Oliver (1997) discusses satisfaction as “a general psychological state which is about the expectation for feelings and experience from shopping behavior.”

Various studies note that when products or services exceed than customers' expectations, the repurchase rate is high. Customers who have confidence in a company will continue to buy its products or services that satisfy them.

Brand loyalty

Aaker (1991, 1996) argues that brand equity is a multidimensional construct that consists of brand loyalty, brand awareness, and other proprietary brand assets. Yoo et al. (2000) suggest that brand equity can be created by reinforcing those dimensions. Oliver (1999, p. 34) defines brand loyalty as “a deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive same-brand or same
brand set purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause switching behavior.”

Chaudhuri (1997) has proposed that brand loyalty is the preference of a customer to buy a single brand, or to buy a particular brand name in a product class regularly. The consumer repurchases the brand and resists switching to another.

Jacoby et al. (1974) stated that brand loyalty differs from brand attitude and habit, although the latter can indicate brand loyalty. Brand attitude is a consumer's feelings or behavior toward a brand.

Hospital Image

Boulding (1956) pointed out that image is built up as a result of all past experience of the possessor of the image. Kotler (1984) notes that image is the idea of the total impression of a person or thing.

Kotler and Clarke (1987) point out that hospital consumers' idea of hospital image is not absolute but relative. According to Javalgi et al. (1992), a hospital's image can be used to help it improve its competitive position through strategic marketing activities.

Influencing factors of brand awareness a review of the literature reveals five factors that influence the creation of successful brand equity in hospital marketing: (1) trust, (2) customer satisfaction, (3) relationship commitment, (4) brand loyalty, and (5) Hospital image. Past research has identified these as the most important factors related to brand awareness.

Materials and Methods

For the purpose of in depth study the contents have been taken from relevant books and articles from Journals and websites. The method used is analytical and descriptive. Both primary as well as secondary sources of information have been taken.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Trust

It is very important satisfying customers’ expectations in the market with verbal and informational message. Success of service brand begins with careful relationship of employees and customer. The communication involves doctors, nurses, technical personnel and supporting staff plays a major role to increase service quality, creditability, and future consumption behavior and increase profits for hospitals. Necessities of the parties believe to each other and actions in the hospitals increase the consumers’ satisfaction. Branding of hospital services more concern about create an exchange environment in which hospital provide better care to patients. When patients complained about services hospital employees respond properly to maintain and rebuild trust.

The exchange of relationship between patients and hospital personnel depends about build up trust on each service place to meet patients’ expectations developing trust continuous basis on overall services.
Customer satisfaction

Consumer satisfaction in hospital services main aspects for customers in hospital industry. The services are core and value added namely assurance, responsiveness, loyalty, features of services, perceived service fee, etc. Satisfied customers increase the awareness to trustworthy to use of services in hospital. Satisfaction is feeling or experience in which customers back their normal health. Visiting of hospital services will continue only services meeting to their basic expectations in doctor’s services, laboratory services, service environment and staff behavior in the service environment.

Relationship commitment

Commitment builds the relationship with doctors and patients meeting promises orally and actions in hospitals. Hospital services available during flexible time and their timely requirement increase the commitment of doctors. There are many reasons to build a relationship with customers when doctors continue to develop their rapport and improving the patient’s knowledge in health services.

Brand loyalty

The preference of customers to buy a brand again and again is the important factors. Hospital services have strong association with particularly doctor services. First time convert into repeated customers because of the loyalty with services. A deep feeling and reactions in service encounter important of every customer today because once they are satisfied with these services again they turn back into same services in future days. The word of mouth of message also increases the loyalty of the customers’ turns into hospital services. The behavior and attitude of the hospital personal directly related to the customers loyalty.

Hospital image

The image of the hospital physically focus on aesthetics, layout accessibility, seating comfort, cleanliness, display, electronic equipment etc. Emotions and physiological responses influence on the hospital image. The overall services received by patients depends upon image of the hospital services and the hospital image increase the level of customers satisfaction with physical infrastructure, medical services, emphasize on the brand name of the hospital services. The external environment required for patients in the hospital make significant differences to the hospital image and internal service quality more focus on the image of the hospital.

Hospital Industry

Hospital services are characterized by the fact they refer to the private and public services. There are two categories of customers, the private hospitals service and public hospital service. Hospital services depend upon low price of the services in the public and services available at higher price of in private hospitals. Patients emphasizes on trust, honesty, reliability, services, and service environment. Consumer decisions are immediate in hospital services regarding doctor services, quality of the laboratory services and information about facilities available in hospital. . Service qualities in hospital industry indicate the necessity of a branding concept which involves the consumers not only on a rational level, but also on an emotional one.
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Hospital Services
Basic services of the hospitals such as doctor services, quality of the service environment from branding prospective, customers tend to consider their options more deliberately, and choose more rationally than emotionally.

However, that doesn't mean the brand isn't important. On the contrary, it is more important because more is at stake in creating the right perception of value. The branding of services are both rational and irrational based on the services requires to customers in the hospitals are more on the success of their brand.

Building Consumer Relationships
Building strong brands starts with creation of dominant position and presence in the target market. This denotes that the brand has to be easily recognize and memorable and has to become the first to come in mind at the point of services. In order to emotionally attach with the consumer, the brand has to build a profound relationship with its consumers and become an element of their lives. There are different service types of consumer relationships, the provider based relationship, the process based relationship and the product based relationship and the consumer brand relationship.

It is active process in order to interact with customers in services place. In business to business relationship social link counts there are lot of methods affected on the brand. Financial links can require the acquisition of products and services for utilization.

Role of Brand Awareness In Hospital Services
Brand awareness is the company’s presented brand using service facilities, and the appearance of service providers, company name, and logo. External brand communications that is received about customer received about services such as word of mouth communication and public relations.

Strategies to Build Good Service Brand
Role of brand awareness in health care industry; brand awareness is particularly important in case of inexperienced consumers. Consumers who have the choice between well known high priced services and unknown lower priced services will often choose the well known product. However the phenomenon that consumer tends to choose basing on brand awareness declines from purchase to purchase. If consumers are not familiar with any of the brands available, they will try out more brands and easily discover quality differences. Consumers will always tend to choose the high quality brand with no well known brand available.

It is the ability of a potential buyer to recognize or recall that a brand is part of a hospital services. In other words, the customer should be able to identify a firm’s product in the able to recall its brand whenever he or she thinks of the product class.

Brand awareness has to be continuous range of services recognized by customers among the only one in the service class. At the end of this the uppermost in the consumer mind exist is the expected condition of the marketer seeks. Brand awareness is a marketing concept that measures consumers’ knowledge of brand’s existence. At the aggregate level, it refers to the
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proportion of consumers who know of the brand. Good branding is the product of a clear vision, and nobody knows more about vision than small business owners. But with limited resources, creating a brand identity can be a tricky process.

Listen to Customers

Determine the actual brand value requires paying attention towards patients’ feedback about the services, it is patient opinions it counts, when it comes to building a brand, a company can incorporate everything from signature colors to catch phrases, but at the end of the day, it’s the consumer who decides what a brand is really worth. “It’s not what you say [about] yourself, it’s what others say of you,” Fitch says.

CONCLUSION

Brand awareness is needed to disseminate information on the meaning of brand. Brand meaning plays an important role developing brand awareness. In order to emotionally attract brand customers building strong brand position and presence. Service brands are different in position to market by many factors both tangible and intangible service elements plays vital role in health care industry. It is element of customers’ lives when service managers build profound relationship with them. The brand which come first to the minds of the customers and they are easily recognize and memorable is the major challenge of the service providers in the hospital services. Therefore do the service is recognized in the market brand awareness should build.
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